
 

  



 

 

 

It was a real privilege to watch the SACS Junior U10 Hockey Festival on 

Friday afternoon before the SACS High Hockey. However, because of 

this many of our teams travelled away to Parel Vallei on the Friday 

afternoon in order the get the matches played. All teams did superbly 

well against a school pushing hard with their hockey.  

This week we move from fixtures from the Boland to the Northern 

Suburbs of Cape Town, as we to play fixtures against Fairmont and 

Bellville HS.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GAME CHANGER CUP 

The winner of the Game Changer Cup for game week 20/21 

May is Matthew Faria. Matthew scored two goals in the first 2 

minutes after half time for the U14a team against Parel Vallei, 

in his 2nd game up in the A team. The U14a team won 2-0. Well 

played Matthew!  

 



 

GAMEWEEK 3: 20/21 MAY 2022 

U19A v Parel Vallei 

 

The 1st team game between SACS and Parel Vallei started with SACS 

having a lot of possession as PV held off setting up an early defensive 

pattern. Midway through the first quarter SACS open the scoring after 

Josh Opperman took the ball close to the opponent’s D before delivering 

a deft pass to Ray Bonnet, who after drawing out the keeper neatly 

slipped the ball to Dean Carrick, who tapped it into an open goalmouth. 

In the 2nd quarter, SACS applied pressure to the PV making numerous 

D entries. The pressure paid off when Luke salters fired in a long-range 

pass to Louis Laureys, who deflected the ball to Rowan Davis, who 

rounded the keeper to put SACS 2-0 up. Almost immediately SACS 

were caught napping as PV worked the ball up-field for a penalty corner, 

which they converted after Rogan Stirk was unable to keep the ball out 

of the SACS net. SACS started the 3rd quarter with intent and Chase 

Cottee put SACS 3-1 up within the first minute of the period. SACS 

settled into their familiar passing pattern and started dictating where the 

game was going. Playing through catalyst Josh Opperman, SACS had 

plenty of chances go begging after entertaining build-up play. The few 

forays PV had up the field were comfortably dealt with by the SACS 

familiar SACS trio of Mike Cowen, Luke Salters and Tim Patten. A 



superb worked penalty corner saw Dean Carrick and captain, Finlay 

Frost link up to finish a deflected flick past a stranded PV keeper. A 

goalless fourth quarter meant the game finished 4-1 to a deserved 

SACS 1st team. 

 

U19B  

Needing a reaction following last week’s match, the SACS second team 

had a tricky encounter with an unknown Parel Vallei, coached by SACS 

old boy, Thomas Brocklehurst. It’s always going to be a tough start to 

get going after a long drive and a new turf, but after a scrappy opening 

couple of minutes the team started to hit their stride and were put ahead 

through a brilliant Wayne Mandabva drag-flick from a short corner. This 

settled the nerves, and Ben Elliot-Jones decided to produce a rocket of a 

flick into the right-hand corner of the goals from our second short corner 

of the match. Ross du Plooy, was on fine form, producing an exquisite 

overhead across the field to set up the third goal and the team went into 

halftime with a solid lead. Although playing some good hockey, everyone 

knew that more could be added to their game and that extra 10% was 

needed to shut out the Parel Vallei team. Wayne scored another short-

corner goal through a slip-flick and the game was put to bed. 6-0 final 

score and attention shifts towards Fairmont. Matthew Thompson in goals 

and the rest of the defense can be proud of another solid shift and clean-

sheet. 

 

U19C  

It wasn’t a difficult fixture as I told the boys that we need to score more 
goals against those teams. At the start of the game we struggled to 
score goal because we were too relaxed and we started to pick it up 
Scored 1 goal and many followed since we saw we were 4-0 everyone 
wanted to attack and score forgetting about their roles in the teams and 
that’s how they scored their goal. 2nd half we started to pick it up and 
scored 5 goals through pass and moving “let the ball do the work” really 
proud of how the boys picked it up and created many chances. It was a 

wonderful weekend   . Final score 9-1 



 

 

U19D & U19E  

 It was an early start for both of these teams but the hockey soon 

warmed up. The U19D team made all the early running, pegging the 

U19Es back in their own half with a good press and counter back down 

the middle of the pitch. Waves of good ball carrying from Reilly 

Springhall and Enrique de Gouveia caused the D team a lot of trouble 

and the goals were racked up quickly, despite the best efforts of the 

goalkeeper. At half time the score was 3-0 to the U19D team. After half 

time the U19E team began to keep the ball better, defending the middle 

of the pitch with more certainty and moving the ball wider in attack. 

Jaden Lesch made inroads into the U19D team defence. Fast and skilful 

play was rewarded with Lesch finding the back of the goal with 5 

minutes left of the match. 3-1 the final score to the U19D team but many 

of the E team will be moving into the D team in coming weeks!  

 



 

 

U16A  

After countless video sessions, WP training, club matches, school 
commitments and the odd second to actually socialise - the main focus 
of the week was to make a statement after a couple of close 
encounters... 
 
The boys certainly rose to the occasion and ended up scoring 7 
unanswered goals. With a high tempo counter attack and a suffocating 
full press, Parel Valei stood no chance as Litha Kraai led many 
marauding attacks through the centre of the astroturf. The 'Big Bunda' 
(patent pending) was well accompanied by a well organised midfield, 
where outside links like Cole Allam and Nick Paxton wreaked havoc.  
 
A solid base was also provided by Zac Redfern, who whilst being hip-
height to anyone he marks - put in a shift comparable to that of N'golo 
Kante! Kevin Oosthuizen also impressed at the back and kept the PV 
strikers guessing as he mixed up outletting options with great aplomb.  
 
We will now look to incorporate load management, as the boys (and 
their coach) often have 6 hockey commitments a week, and exams 
around the corner... 



Perhaps we might even have to scrap the highly popular morning 
session... On to Fairmont it is!  
 

 

 

 

U16B  



An exciting fixture awaited the SACS boys as the majority of the squad 

had never faced a Parel Valei side. The boys arrived focused and ready, 

and after a wet, rainy warmup, the lads in blue and white were ready. 

They started strongly creating countless opportunities and earning 

multiple short corners. Eventually, after a goal for SACS was disallowed, 

Taine de Bloe broke the deadlock courtesy of a short corner variation. 

The visitors kept the pressure high and not long after Lesedi Moletsane 

doubled the lead with a cheeky nutmeg on the keeper. Lesedi then 

doubled his tally for the day with a poacher's effort going into the 

halftime break 3-0 up. Lesedi completed his first Hat Trick for the college 

not long after the break with a back post tap in. Lesedi then provided two 

assists for the captain for the day, Matthew Jones. Matthew completed 

his hat trick thanks to a Daniel Stenslunde cross met at the near post. To 

cap off a brilliant display of hockey, Matthew Jones converted a straight 

flick from a short corner to earn a comfortable 8-0 win for the College. 

The boys put in a solid shift and were relentless throughout the entire 

game. Safe to say they went home with a hearty and warm smile on 

their faces! 

 

U16C  

On Saturday we took on Parel Valei. We had not seen them play before 

and prepared mentally for a tough fixture. The team was fired up after 

the loss in the last fixture and were hungry to get back to winning ways. 

We started off very strong, holding possession and controlling the game. 

We had many D entries early in in the game and James Fourie was able 

to neatly put the ball in the back of the net to give us a goal lead. This 

passage of play was followed by many scoring opportunities for Sacs but 

the Parel Vallei Keeper had a blinder of a game resisting the relentless 

pressure from our strikers. A well-executed short corner lead to a tap in 

goal, for Jonathan Walker on far post, to double our lead before half 

time. The rest of the game followed a similar trend to the first half with 

Sacs being the dominant side. The last goal came from a rebound off 

the keeper that James Fourie managed to sneak past the keepers left 

foot leaving the score at 3 - 0. Overall we were happy with the win but 

realised that we have a lot to work on when it comes to executing in the 

final quarter. We look forward to a big fixture against Fairmont this week. 

 



U16D & U16E 

The U16D team took on the U16E team during the week as there were 
no fixtures over the weekend. The two teams had a great match against 
each other earlier on in the year which resulted in a draw. However, the 
mighty U16D side came back with a huge fighting spirit. The U16E side 
managed to score the first goal of the game putting them in the lead at 
1-0. However, it was not long after when the U16D side turned things 
around in their favour and won the game 6-1. The friendly, competitive 
game was enjoyed by all the boys under the lights on a cold day at 
SACS. The D side can be congratulated on their win and the E side can 
be commended for their hard work until the very last whistle.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

U16D v Brackenfell U16A 

On Saturday, the SACS u16D side took on Brackenfell u16A. After an 
intense warm up and long drive out to the astro, the boys were itching to 
get proceedings under way.  
 
From the first whistle, our boys came out firing and put immediate 
pressure on their defensive unit. Potentially applying to much pressure 
up front, we were unfortunate to concede two early goals. However, that 
did not shake the lads’ spirits and through a phenomenal piece of 
interplay, Hlumelo Siswana put the ball in the back of the net to draw 
one back. The half finished up at 2-1 and we were right back in it! 



 
The second half started and again, our go-forward looked fantastic but 
we just lacked a bit of confidence out the back. We went 3-1 down 
through a lapse in concentration but thanks to Tom Boutall and his 
awesome straight poke from our short corner, the score was back at 3-2 
with one goal in it.  
 
We ended the game 5-2 down due to hunting to try and find that last 
goal to equalise but the boys can hold their heads very high for putting 
up such a good performance against an u16A side!  
 

 

U15A  

On Saturday morning, the u15As faced a resilient Parel Vallei team. 

From the outset we were pushing for a goal. After 35 D-entries, we 

finally got the breakthrough and the boys celebrated enthusiastically 

after toiling for 20 minutes. Unfortunately, with their first attack of the 

game, they equalised just before the half time whistle. 

We began the second half knowing our positioning, hunger and desire to 

score needed to improve. On his debut, Matthew Carrick took a free hit 

on the 5-meter line, drove into the D and cracked it into the bottom 

corner. By the end of the game we had 65 D-entries but unfortunately 

could not use our chances. It was a tense finish, with the boys aware 

that they needed just one counter attack to get the opportunity to draw 

level. We had some great build up play, phenomenal pressing and good 

team work, with finishing the last puzzle piece left. 

 



 
U14A players ballboying for the U19A team 

 

U14A  

The team bought into an idea that they needed to put more pressure on 

the opponents in defence and also move more quickly in offense. There 

were some teething problems but by the end of the game (and certainly 

by the end of this weeks’ video session) the players understood what to 

do.  

It was a game where we couldn’t create enough good opportunities in 

the first half, but blasted out of the blocks in the second. Following good 

work from Josh Goulding on the left of the field, we got a circle entry on 

the right from Chavez Sanger who won a penalty corner. This was 

converted following a rebound off the goalkeeper by Matthew Faria. 

Within one minute Matthew doubled his tally and the score for SACS, 

deflecting a cross from Mohlodi Moseko. SACS continued to apply 

strong pressure for the next ten minutes but were unable able to convert 

many chances. PV came back into the game with a series of penalty 

corners which were well defended by Cameron Cordeiro, Nick Versfeld, 

Cameron Groves, Dean Carstens and Ethan October. Final score 2-0 to 



SACS. There was a real feeling of progress having been made by the 

team by the end of the game.  

 

U14B 

SACS U14B were totally dominant in this game but failed to convert 

possession into goals. Numerous chances were created, only a goal in 

the second half by Tim Hodgkinson separated the teams. The defence 

and build up play is improving all the time, we just need to be more 

effective and confident when taking our chances. This will come with 

experience and more game time under pressure. We go again this 

weekend. 

 

U14C  

The boys were ready for another tough game. The game started off fast 

with the SACS boys bringing a high intensity. The forwards started by 

pressing high up on the pitch.  



We had a good amount of possession and made it count with Luke 

passing the ball to Yassin Gasaza on the P spot to finish off a great 

move. We had several circle entries which allowed Ntush Ngqase to 

have a free shot on goal to make it 2-0 at half time. 

The second half started with SACS having all the ball. Saeed Dalvie 

played a great ball down the line to Luke Lochner who finished with a 

great strike, bottom left past the keeper. Luke was goal hungry, putting 

his second away after a pass from Max Jowell - a great finish through 

the keeper’s legs. Marley Koch got on the score sheet with a shot from 

the top of the circle.  Our last goal was great team effort with Konan 

playing a great ball to Ntush who easily tapped it in past the keeper. 

Awesome game by SACS ending 6-0. On to the next! 

 

 



 

U14D  

 

Another week and another close win. After going one up early on in the 

first half, the boys had to dig deep and defend well as we were put under 

a lot of pressure from their big strikers. Overall it was a very enjoyable 

game that was played with good spirits against great opponents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EXAM TRAINING TIMES 

 

With the start of the exam period we will have a 

slightly changed set of practice times. All teams 

will still have fixtures for the weekends of the ¾ 

June and 10/11 June.  

With sharing the astro turf with the junior school 

and their training times changing because of their 

exams please look carefully at the training times. 







 

 

 

 

 



 


